
 Experience

 Super 8 Digital Compositor | Industrial Light + Magic: LA | February - May 2011
 Thor Digital Compositor & FX Artist | Narrate | January 2011
 I Am Number 4 Digital Compositor | Shade | November 2010 - January 2011
 Sprint EVO 4G: Pride Digital Compositor | Digital Domain | November 2010
 Priest Digital Compositor & FX Artist | Svengali | March - November 2010
 Battle: LA Digital Compositor | Shade | August 2010
 Alice in Wonderland Digital Compositor | Sony Imageworks | August 2009 - February 2010
 2012 Digital Compositor | Uncharted Territory | November 2008 - July 2009
 Seven Pounds Compositing Supervisor | Cafe FX | June - October 2008
 The Spirit Digital Compositor | Riot Pictures | March - June 2008
 Speed Racer Digital Compositor | Cafe FX | December 2007 - March 2008
 Lincoln Navigator: Road Digital Compositor | The Syndicate | November - December 2007
  For full credits list, find me on IMDb:
  www.imdb.com/name/nm1771529

 Education

 Bachelor of Fine Arts Savannah College of Art and Design | Savannah, Georgia
  Graduated 2004, Cum Laude

 References

 “Anthony Kramer is flat out a Compositing Force. Rarely do you find an artist that has an amazing eye, a keen sensibility of 
photo-realism, and amazing technical chops to back it all up. Anthony brings fine details and nuances to shots that others 
often simply fail to even observe. I have worked with Anthony on several occasions on drastically different shows and have 
been nothing but impressed by his leadership, knowledge, and ability to pound out beautiful shots. I would highly 
recommend bringing Anthony on to any challenging show that is in need of top talent. Simply put, Anthony Kramer is one of 
the best Compositors in the business.” Josiah Howison, Compositing Supervisor, Shade

“Anthony is some what of a rare bird in that he's very technical but also very artistic. He was the one who implemented our 
lens distortion pipeline and it worked absolutely every single time. He also did several large shots that came off without a 
hitch. We were able to lean on him heavily and he performed flawlessly every single time. He shared his knowledge freely and 
was an important part of a small but tightly knit team of great people.” Robert Nederhorst, VFX Supervisor, Svengali

“Anthony is a very talented compositor, and he has a great attitude towards his work. He managed multiple shots at once, 
and always kept me well informed of his status and roadblocks, so we could make effective decisions on getting the work 
done. He also helped to manage other compositors on the team, to distribute the workload, and to make sure that methods 
and execution were similar across multiple shots.  Overall I definitely recommend Anthony as a strong compositor and 
valuable team member, for ability, attitutude, and dedication.” Seth Maury, Digital Effects Supervisor, Sony Imageworks

“Anthony did an outstanding job as a compositing supervisor for me on Seven Pounds. Always willing to get that extra bit of 
coolness and reality into any shot, self-critical and a great listener. His management of the compositor team was superb and 
his way of interacting made a real pleasant and highly professional atmosphere. […]” Danny Braet, VFX Supervisor, Cafe FX

To see more references, connect to me on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/kramester

Anthony Kramer
Digital Compositor 

www.alevelfx.com anthony.kramer@gmail.com (310) 498-8318


